
Focus - The need for safe water in the aftermath of a natural 
disaster ( DRAFT)

Key ideas from the unit ( Teacher notes)
Assume 4/5 lessons plus homework

Unit 1 - Reliance on water and Problems in developing world
1. How much water we use in the UK - our dependence on it. 

Comparison to LEDC use - much less
2. Why is there much less water use in LEDC's but a greater 

vulnerability
3. Why is water supply and quality a problem in some areas of 

the developing world
4. What problems can occur if people have to use dirty water
5. What happens when a natural disaster hits a vulnerable area
6. What can charities like Aquabox do to help the situation - 

real life examples
Possible lesson ideas

Lesson One - How much water we use in our daily lives. One of our basic needs

1. Starter - How much water does the average person / family use in a day in the UK. Students to 
suggest amounts and discuss

2. To suggest that water is one of our basic needs along with food, shelter etc..
3. Answers to question - use in washing / showers/ garden use Recent Facts and figures
4. These figures could be translated into graphs / posters etc. ( possible homework exercise) - 
5. Discussion - why do we use so much in our daily lives and take it for granted - E.g standard of living, 

access in our homes, water grid etc...
6. Possible extension exercise here - what do you do to save water. Examples of when the UK has 

restricted water in the past ( e.g 1976 drought) - research
7.   Possible  homework on how each person / family can reduce water use or what is the UK doing to
      reduce water use 

Possible extras - Links to water cycle ( science and geography)
                           Where we get our water from? 

Lesson Two- The difficulty of water in some parts of the developing world-The Challenge of 
water

1. Starter - refer back to last lesson/ homework - how much water we use and how we take it for 
granted



2. Some shocking facts about the water issue in developing world -2bn people lack access to clean 
water - Facts and figures to create discussion ( UN figures)

3. Show UN video clip to further discuss
4. Question - How much water does the average family in a developing country use? ( discuss 

stereotyping here and lots of people in the developing country have good access to water)
5. Why do they have access to / use less water? - Discussion and ideas - e.g lack of infrastructure/ 

standard of living / rainfall totals etc...
6. What problems can this cause for people
5.   Scenario - you are a family living in a poor part of the world. Your home has no running water or 
sanitation.
How do cope with the situation? 
Produce a piece of work that reflects this situation . This could be a poster, story, diary etc..
Describe your daily struggles for water to keep your family safe and well
Possible letters to politicians etc

Lesson 3 - The problems of using dirty water 

Starter - why is our water in the UK so clean. Thinking exercise / jot down ideas

1. At this point - could look at UK water supply and how it gets from reservoirs to house and what water 
companies do to make sure it gets to us clean ( Alternative extra lesson and case studies/ video 
clips) Also sources of water in Uk - rivers, aquifers etc - possible extra lesson

 2. Question - why is access to clean to clean water not guaranteed in some parts of the world e.g. Lack 
of infrastructure/ money, sewage and pollution problems etc

3. Where do some people get there water from in developing countries - case studies of some examples 
from around the world where people rely on rivers, ponds, lakes etc - often not treated 

4. Possible extension here / homework - students to research examples of where people get water 
supplies or comparison with UK situation - possible empathy exercises/ stories/ posters / interviews etc 
Again avoid stereotyping and emphasise that lots of people in LEDC's do have similar standards( or 
better) than UK

5. What PROBLEMS can occur if we use dirty water?. This could be linked to science units and look at 
problems that occur or history ( when we had less clean water in past e.g cholera outbreaks in UK in 
past)
To look at medical ( pathological) problems and outcomes e.g disease/ death
Facts and figures from Heath data

Case study of how a charity is helping out - Aquabox

Lesson 4 - What happens when a major natural disaster hits an area 

Create a scenario - Imagine you are living in a poor part of a city in the developing world ( pictures etc..) 
You have a limited standard of living.

Material provided for Haiti Earthquake 2010 

A major natural disaster hits the area and creates problems e.g earthquake
This could be looked at in many ways e.g role play, descriptive writing etc or case study of actual natural 
disaster



1. What problems occurred in the aftermath- death, injury, houses destroyed, communications 
interrupted, power loss and water issues

2. Focus on the problem of water -link back to work in previous units e.g need for water in daily life/ risk 
of disease etc

3. Thinking exercise - what could be done in the immediate aftermath to help the water situation
This could be a role play exercise where the student takes on the role of a council official tasked with 
coordinating water supplies and sanitation
Possible strategies include - tankering in water, repair of pipes etc but all are expensive and long term 

The need for immediate, low cost relief -Solution - Aquabox

4. Case Study - What Aquabox does - the role of the filter ( and Gold boxes) and examples of 
where it has helped around the world ( see resources)
 

Actual power point slides for classroom use will be provided for each lesson


